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The Engineer’s Guide to Plant Layout and Piping Design for the Oil and Gas Industries gives pipeline engineers and plant
managers a critical real-world reference to design, manage, and implement safe and effective plants and piping systems for
today’s operations. This book fills a training void with complete and practical understanding of the requirements and procedures
for producing a safe, economical, operable and maintainable process facility. Easy to understand for the novice, this guide
includes critical standards, newer designs, practical checklists and rules of thumb. Due to a lack of structured training in academic
and technical institutions, engineers and pipe designers today may understand various computer software programs but lack the
fundamental understanding and implementation of how to lay out process plants and run piping correctly in the oil and gas
industry. Starting with basic terms, codes and basis for selection, the book focuses on each piece of equipment, such as pumps,
towers, underground piping, pipe sizes and supports, then goes on to cover piping stress analysis and the daily needed
calculations to use on the job. Delivers a practical guide to pipe supports, structures and hangers available in one go-to source
Includes information on stress analysis basics, quick checks, pipe sizing and pressure drop Ensures compliance with the latest
piping and plant layout codes and complies with worldwide risk management legislation and HSE Focuses on each piece of
equipment, such as pumps, towers, underground piping, pipe sizes and supports Covers piping stress analysis and the daily
needed calculations to use on the job
The Welding Engineer's Guide to Fracture and Fatigue provides an essential introduction to fracture and fatigue and the
assessment of these failure modes, through to the level of knowledge that would be expected of a qualified welding engineer. Part
one covers the basic principles of weld fracture and fatigue. It begins with a review of the design of engineered structures,
provides descriptions of typical welding defects and how these defects behave in structures undergoing static and cyclical loading,
and explains the range of failure modes. Part two then explains how to detect and assess defects using fitness for service
assessment procedures. Throughout, the book assumes no prior knowledge and explains concepts from first principles. Covers
the basic principles of weld fracture and fatigue. Reviews the design of engineered structures, provides descriptions of typical
welding defects and how these defects behave in structures undergoing static and cyclical loading, and explains the range of
failure modes. Explains how to detect and assess defects using fitness for service assessment procedures.
Advanced in fluid power engineering motion and control Power Transmission and Motion Control is a collection of papers
showcased at the PTMC 2001 conference at the University of Bath. Representing the work of researchers and industry leaders
from around the world, this book features the latest developments in power transmission, with an emphasis on motion and control
studies from the field of fluid power engineering. Insight into current projects on the forefront of technology and innovation provides
an overview of the current state of the field while informing ongoing work and suggesting direction for future projects.
Pressure vessels are prone to explosion while in operation, due to possible errors in material selection, design and other
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engineering activities. Addressing issues at hand for a working professional, this book covers material selection, testing and
design of pressure vessels which enables users to effectively use code rules and available design softwares. Relevant equation
derivations have been simplified with comparison to ASME codes. Analysis of special components flange, bellow and tube sheet
are included with their background. Topics on tube bend, supports, thermal stresses, piping flexibility and non-pressure parts are
described from structural perspective. Vibration of pressure equipment components are covered as well.
The field of engineering is becoming increasingly interdisciplinary, and there is an ever-growing need for engineers to investigate
engineering and scientific resources outside their own area of expertise. However, studies have shown that quality informationfinding skills often tend to be lacking in the engineering profession. Using the Engineerin
A revised and updated guide on how to fabricate, purchase, test, and inspect pressure vessels that meet ASME Code
specifications, for designers, engineers, estimators, inspectors, and users. This edition (6th was 1984) covers all current Code
requirements, including recent code changes and 1991 federal regulations from the US Dept. of Transportation for cargo tanks.
Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
An accessible, highly practical overview of key processes and topics in pressure vessel fabrication Fabrication of Metallic Pressure
Vessels delivers comprehensive coverage of the various processes used in the fabrication of process equipment. Written by two
accomplished engineers, this authoritative resource offers readers a broad understanding of the steps and processes required to
fabricate pressure vessels, including cutting, forming, welding, machining, and testing, as well as suggestions on controlling costs.
Each chapter provides a complete description of a specific fabrication process and details its characteristics and requirements.
Throughout the text, a wealth of equations, charts, high-quality illustrations, and other pedagogical tools guide readers through realworld implementation while strengthening comprehension of all concepts. Numerous appendices supply weld symbols, volume
and area equations, pipe and tube dimensions, weld deposition rates, lifting shackle data, and more. Provides detailed discussion
of cutting, machining, welding, and post weld heat treatments Describes a variety of construction materials, including both ferrous
and nonferrous alloys Covers pressure vessel layout, including projection and triangulation, material thickness and bending
allowance, angles and channels, and marking conventions Addresses material forming, including bending versus threedimensional forming, plastic theory, forming limits, brake forming, roll forming, and tolerances Discusses practical aspects of
fabrication, including weld preparation, forming, vessel fit up and assembly, correction of distortion, and transportation of vessels
Perfect for new and established engineers, designers, and procurement personnel working with process equipment or in the
fabrication field, Fabrication of Metallic Pressure Vessels is also an ideal text for engineering students looking for a one-stop guide
to the fabrication of pressure vessels.
Engineers' Guide to Pressure Equipment: The Pocket ReferenceEngineers' Guide to Rotating EquipmentThe Pocket
ReferenceJohn Wiley & Sons
There have been many developments in pressure equipment technology over the last 30 years culminating in the development of
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new standards and legislation. The aim of this collection of papers is not only to document views of leading professionals in
various fields of pressure equipment technology, but also to look into the future and identify the next areas for development.
Developments in Pressure Equipment - Where to Next? brings together international authors to provide an invaluble and
comprehensive insight into the latest innovations in the field. Topics include: Legislation and standardization Design and materials
Manufacture and inspection Integrity and life assessment Towards the future
Completely revised and updated to reflect current advances in heat exchanger technology, Heat Exchanger Design Handbook,
Second Edition includes enhanced figures and thermal effectiveness charts, tables, new chapter, and additional topics––all while
keeping the qualities that made the first edition a centerpiece of information for practicing engineers, research, engineers,
academicians, designers, and manufacturers involved in heat exchange between two or more fluids. See What’s New in the
Second Edition: Updated information on pressure vessel codes, manufacturer’s association standards A new chapter on heat
exchanger installation, operation, and maintenance practices Classification chapter now includes coverage of scrapped surface-,
graphite-, coil wound-, microscale-, and printed circuit heat exchangers Thorough revision of fabrication of shell and tube heat
exchangers, heat transfer augmentation methods, fouling control concepts and inclusion of recent advances in PHEs New topics
like EMbaffle®, Helixchanger®, and Twistedtube® heat exchanger, feedwater heater, steam surface condenser, rotary
regenerators for HVAC applications, CAB brazing and cupro-braze radiators Without proper heat exchanger design, efficiency of
cooling/heating system of plants and machineries, industrial processes and energy system can be compromised, and energy
wasted. This thoroughly revised handbook offers comprehensive coverage of single-phase heat exchangers—selection, thermal
design, mechanical design, corrosion and fouling, FIV, material selection and their fabrication issues, fabrication of heat
exchangers, operation, and maintenance of heat exchangers —all in one volume.
This book provides the reader with: • a comprehensive description of engineering activities carried out on oil & gas projects, • a
description of the work of each engineering discipline, including illustrations of all common documents, • an overall view of the
plant design sequence and schedule, • practical tools to manage and control engineering activities. This book is designed to serve
as a map to anyone involved with engineering activities. It enables the reader to get immediately oriented in any engineering
development, to know which are the critical areas to monitor and the proven methods to apply. It will fulfill the needs of anyone
wishing to improve engineering and project execution. Table des matières : 1. Project Engineering. 2. The Design Basis. 3.
Process. 4. Equipment/Mechanical. 5. Plant Layout. 6. Safety & Environment. 7. Civil Engineering. 8. Materials & Corrosion. 9.
Piping. 10. Plant Model. 11. Instrumentation and Control. 12. Electrical. 13. Off-Shore. 14. The Overall Work Process. 15. BASIC,
FEED and Detail Design. 16. Matching the Project Schedule. 17. Engineering Management. 18. Methods & Tools. 19. Field
Engineering. 20. Revamping.
Hydraulics and Pneumatics: A Technician's and Engineer's Guide provides an introduction to the components and operation of a
hydraulic or pneumatic system. This book discusses the main advantages and disadvantages of pneumatic or hydraulic systems.
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Organized into eight chapters, this book begins with an overview of industrial prime movers. This text then examines the three
different types of positive displacement pump used in hydraulic systems, namely, gear pumps, vane pumps, and piston pumps.
Other chapters consider the pressure in a hydraulic system, which can be quickly and easily controlled by devices such as
unloading and pressure regulating valves. This book discusses as well the importance of control valves in pneumatic and hydraulic
systems to regulate and direct the flow of fluid from compressor or pump to the various load devices. The final chapter deals with
the safe-working practices of the systems. This book is a valuable resource for process control engineers.
With the encroachment of the Internet into nearly all aspects of work and life, it seems as though information is everywhere.
However, there is information and then there is correct, appropriate, and timely information. While we might love being able to turn
to Wikipedia® for encyclopedia-like information or search Google® for the thousands of links on a topic, engineers need the best
information, information that is evaluated, up-to-date, and complete. Accurate, vetted information is necessary when building new
skyscrapers or developing new prosthetics for returning military veterans While the award-winning first edition of Using the
Engineering Literature used a roadmap analogy, we now need a three-dimensional analysis reflecting the complex and dynamic
nature of research in the information age. Using the Engineering Literature, Second Edition provides a guide to the wide range of
resources available in all fields of engineering. This second edition has been thoroughly revised and features new sections on
nanotechnology as well as green engineering. The information age has greatly impacted the way engineers find information.
Engineers have an effect, directly and indirectly, on almost all aspects of our lives, and it is vital that they find the right information
at the right time to create better products and processes. Comprehensive and up to date, with expert chapter authors, this book
fills a gap in the literature, providing critical information in a user-friendly format.
The API Individual Certification Programs (ICPs) are well established worldwide in the oil, gas, and petroleum industries. This
Quick Guide is unique in providing simple, accessible and well-structured guidance for anyone studying the API 510 Certified
Pressure Vessel Inspector syllabus by summarizing and helping them through the syllabus and providing multiple example
questions and worked answers. Technical standards are referenced from the API ‘body of knowledge’ for the examination, i.e.
API 510 Pressure vessel inspection, alteration, rerating; API 572 Pressure vessel inspection; API RP 571 Damage mechanisms;
API RP 577 Welding; ASMEVIII Vessel design; ASMEV NDE; and ASME IX Welding qualifications. Provides simple, accessible
and well-structured guidance for anyone studying the API 510 Certified Pressure Vessel Inspector syllabus Summarizes the
syllabus and provides the user with multiple example questions and worked answers Technical standards are referenced from the
API ‘body of knowledge’ for the examination

The rapid technological development in the oil industries and other industrial fields has eliminated the use of many
devices and equipment and compensated by more sophisticated devices and equipment in the implementation of the
orders of operators or major control devices at the sites of this equipment. In this book, we have tried to shed light on the
equipment and devices used in the most commonly used oil and industrial sectors and know their types and working
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conditions.
Fabrication of Metallic Pressure Vessels A comprehensive guide to processes and topics in pressure vessel fabrication
Fabrication of Metallic Pressure Vessels delivers comprehensive coverage of the various processes used in the
fabrication of process equipment. The authors, both accomplished engineers, offer readers a broad understanding of the
steps and processes required to fabricate pressure vessels, including cutting, forming, welding, machining, and testing,
as well as suggestions on controlling costs. Each chapter provides a complete description of a specific fabrication
process and details its characteristics and requirements. Alongside the accessible and practical text, you’ll find
equations, charts, copious illustrations, and other study aids designed to assist the reader in the real-world
implementation of the concepts discussed within the book. You’ll find numerous appendices that include weld symbols,
volume and area equations, pipe and tube dimensions, weld deposition rates, lifting shackle data, and more. In addition
to detailed discussions of cutting, machining, welding, and post-weld heat treatments, readers will also benefit from the
inclusion of: A thorough introduction to construction materials, including both ferrous and nonferrous alloys An exploration
of layout, including projection and triangulation, material thickness and bending allowance, angles and channels, and
marking conventions A treatment of material forming, including bending versus three-dimensional forming, plastic theory,
forming limits, brake forming, roll forming, and tolerances Practical discussions of fabrication, including weld preparation,
forming, vessel fit up and assembly, correction of distortion, and transportation of vessels Perfect for new and established
engineers, designers, and procurement personnel working with process equipment or in the fabrication field, Fabrication
of Metallic Pressure Vessels will also earn a place in the libraries of students in engineering programs seeking a one-stop
resource for the fabrication of pressure vessels.
Power Generation Retrofitting – Optimizing Power Plant Performance reviews the experience of previous retrofitting
projects and assesses the options currently available from power plant and equipment manufacturers. The book also
considers the likely future demand for retrofit services from the UK and overseas markets. Power Generation Retrofitting
– Optimizing Power Plant Performance will be of value to those involved in the management, operation, or maintenance
of existing plant and to those involved in the design, development, and servicing of steam plant and auxiliary systems.
CONTENTS INCLUDE: How high-tech fossil-fuel handling can minimize profit loss when retrofitting steam power
generation plant Exchanging rotary heaters The role of the plate heat exchanger in achieving improved performance on
steam power generation plant Low-mass-flux, vertical tube furnace retrofit at Yaomeng in the People’s Republic of China
Optimized plant retrofits New life for older plants – recent utility boilers refurbishment experience.
This comprehensive sister volume to Cliff Matthews’ highly successful Handbook of Mechanical Works Inspection gives
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a detailed coverage of pressure equipment and other mechanical plant such as cranes and rotating equipment. Key
features: Accessible source of information Lavishly illustrated with numerous diagrams, photographs, and tables A wealth
of valuable information Detailed, comprehensive coverage Written in easily accessible style A ‘must buy’ reference book
The Handbook of Mechanical In-Service Inspection is a vital source of information for: plant owners and operators
maintenance engineers inspection engineers from insurance companies and ‘competent bodies’ who perform in-service
inspection health and safety operatives engineers operating pressure systems and mechanical plant all those concerned
with the safe and efficient operation of machinery, plant, and pressure equipment. All engineering pressure systems and
other types of mechanical equipment must be installed, operated, and maintained properly. It must be safe and comply
with standards, regulations, and guidelines. In-service inspection is more formally controlled by statutory requirements
than other types of inspection. The Handbook of Mechanical In-service Inspection puts a good deal of emphasis on the
‘compliance’ aspects and the ‘duty of care’ requirements placed on plant owners, operators, and inspectors. The book
is suitable for those who operate pressure systems, lifting equipment, and similar mechanical plant are subject to
rigorous inspection from external bodies as a matter of course. All operators have a duty to conduct in-service checks
and internal inspection procedures to ensure the safe, reliable, and economic running of their equipment.
This resource covers all areas of interest for the practicing engineer as well as for the student at various levels and
educational institutions. It features the work of authors from all over the world who have contributed their expertise and
support the globally working engineer in finding a solution for today‘s mechanical engineering problems. Each subject is
discussed in detail and supported by numerous figures and tables.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. Based on some of his students most
frequently asked questions, Antaki emphasizes the practical applications of this ASME recommended practice. With this
book readers will understand and apply API 579 in their daily work. The material is based on the author’s course and
presented in clear concise manor. The book demonstrates how the disciplines of stress analysis, materials engineering,
and nondestructive inspection interact and apply to fitness-for-service assessment. These assessment methods apply to
pressure vessels, piping, and tanks that are in service. This makes it the perfect companion book for Ellenberger’s,
Pressure Vessels: ASME Code Simplified as well as Ellenberger’s Piping Systems and Pipeline: ASME B31 Code
Simplified.
The majority of the cost-savings for any oil production facility is the prevention of failure in the production equipment such
as pressure vessels. Money lost through lost production far outweighs expenses associated with maintenance and
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proper operation. However, many new engineers lack the necessary skills to effectively find and troubleshoot operating
problems while experienced engineers lack knowledge of the latest codes and standards. The fifth book in the Field
Manual Series, the Pressure Vessel Operations Field Manual provides new and experienced engineers with the latest
tools to alter, repair and re-rate pressure vessels using ASME, NBIC and API 510 codes and standards. Step-by-step
procedure on how to design, perform in-shop and in-field inspections and repairs, perform alterations and re-rate a
pressure vessel How to select the appropriate vessel specifications, evaluate associated reports and determine allowable
stresses Calculations for stresses in pressure vessels Select the appropriate materials of construction for a pressure
vessel Design pressure vessels using the ASME Code Section VIII, Division 1 and 2 to best fit the circumstance
Still the only book offering comprehensive coverage of the analysis and design of both API equipment and ASME pressure vessels
This edition of the classic guide to the analysis and design of process equipment has been thoroughly updated to reflect current
practices as well as the latest ASME Codes and API standards. In addition to covering the code requirements governing the
design of process equipment, the book supplies structural, mechanical, and chemical engineers with expert guidance to the
analysis and design of storage tanks, pressure vessels, boilers, heat exchangers, and related process equipment and its
associated external and internal components. The use of process equipment, such as storage tanks, pressure vessels, and heat
exchangers has expanded considerably over the last few decades in both the petroleum and chemical industries. The extremely
high pressures and temperatures involved with the processes for which the equipment is designed makes it potentially very
dangerous to property and life if the equipment is not designed and manufactured to an exacting standard. Accordingly, codes and
standards such as the ASME and API were written to assure safety. Still the only guide covering the design of both API equipment
and ASME pressure vessels, Structural Analysis and Design of Process Equipment, 3rd Edition: Covers the design of rectangular
vessels with various side thicknesses and updated equations for the design of heat exchangers Now includes numerical vibration
analysis needed for earthquake evaluation Relates the requirements of the ASME codes to international standards Describes, in
detail, the background and assumptions made in deriving many design equations underpinning the ASME and API standards
Includes methods for designing components that are not covered in either the API or ASME, including ring girders, leg supports,
and internal components Contains procedures for calculating thermal stresses and discontinuity analysis of various components
Structural Analysis and Design of Process Equipment, 3rd Edition is an indispensable tool-of-the-trade for mechanical engineers
and chemical engineers working in the petroleum and chemical industries, manufacturing, as well as plant engineers in need of a
reference for process equipment in power plants, petrochemical facilities, and nuclear facilities.
Pressure vessels are closed containers designed to hold gases or liquids at a pressure substantially different from the ambient
pressure. They have a variety of applications in industry, including in oil refineries, nuclear reactors, vehicle airbrake reservoirs,
and more. The pressure differential with such vessels is dangerous, and due to the risk of accident and fatality around their use,
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the design, manufacture, operation and inspection of pressure vessels is regulated by engineering authorities and guided by legal
codes and standards. Pressure Vessel Design Manual is a solutions-focused guide to the many problems and technical
challenges involved in the design of pressure vessels to match stringent standards and codes. It brings together otherwise
scattered information and explanations into one easy-to-use resource to minimize research and take readers from problem to
solution in the most direct manner possible. Covers almost all problems that a working pressure vessel designer can expect to
face, with 50+ step-by-step design procedures including a wealth of equations, explanations and data Internationally recognized,
widely referenced and trusted, with 20+ years of use in over 30 countries making it an accepted industry standard guide Now
revised with up-to-date ASME, ASCE and API regulatory code information, and dual unit coverage for increased ease of
international use
The safe design and operation of pressure equipment and pressure systems is key to much of the infrastructure in any presentday industrial society. This book presents an amalgam of best practice from a range of international specialists, as well as
highlighting new areas that require research and development. In May 2002, pressure equipment took a major step forward with
the emergence of the first edition of the new European Standard EN13445. Pressure Equipment Technology; Theory and Practice
not only describes and analyses the status of the new Standard (providing underpinning data) but primarily it seeks to provide new
light and present new information on many of the areas where there is insufficient coverage in EN13445 or other Standards. The
information is presented in a variety of ways in order to make it useful not only for the specialist but for the general reader as well.
The researcher in pressure vessel technology will find here a comprehensive and up-to date picture on many important and vital
topics that need to be considered. The non-expert will also find a variety of different analysis approaches that will give interest in a
whole spectrum of pressure equipment and storage vessels. The papers and information included in this volume give expert
guidance on a variety of important topics that must be understood if appropriate design of pressure equipment is going to be
undertaken. These include, Piping and Finite Element Analysis Saddles - Plastic Collapse Loads Vessel Ends and Eccentric
Loads Containment Vessels Explosive Loading Welding and Fatigue
The latest research on power transmission systems Power Transmission and Motion Control is a collection of papers showcased
at the 2002 PTMC conference at the University of Bath. Representing the work of researchers and industry leaders from around
the world, this book features the latest developments in power transmission media and systems, with an emphasis on pneumatic
and hydraulic devices and systems. Insight into current projects on the forefront of technology and innovation provides an
overview of the current state of the field while informing ongoing work and suggesting direction for future projects.
This book offers a quick guide and complete reference to the fundamentals of test and measurement for all aspects of sound
engineering. Including electrical and acoustic testing, measurement systems, levels, methods, protecting the ear, units of
measurement and standards, this guide comes with and multiple tables to ensure quick easy access to information and illustrate
points this is a must have reference for all audio engineers. * Timesaving, one stop on the job reference * Handy source of only
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essential data * Includes the most up to date measures and standards
The oil and gas engineer on the job requires knowing all the available oil field chemicals and fluid applications that are applicable
to the operation. Updated with the newest technology and available products, Petroleum Engineer’s Guide to Oil Field Chemicals
and Fluids, Second Edition, delivers all the necessary lists of chemicals by use, their basic components, benefits, and
environmental implications. In order to maintain reservoir protection and peak well production performance, operators demand to
know all the options that are available. Instead of searching through various sources, Petroleum Engineer’s Guide to Oil Field
Chemicals and Fluids, Second Edition, presents a one-stop non-commercialized approach by organizing the products by function,
matching the chemical to the process for practical problem-solving and extending the coverage with additional resources and
supportive materials. Covering the full spectrum, including fluid loss additives, drilling muds, cement additives, and oil spill treating
agents, this must-have reference answers to every oil and gas operation with more options for lower costs, safer use, and
enhanced production. Effectively locate and utilize the right chemical application specific to your oil and gas operation with
author’s systematic approach by use Gain coverage on all oil field chemicals and fluids needed throughout the entire oil and gas
life cycle, including drilling, production, and cementing Understand environmental factors and risks for oil field chemicals, along
with pluses and minuses of each application, to make the best and safest choice for your operation
This handy reference source, is a companion volume to the author’s Engineers’ Guide to Pressure Equipment. Heavily illustrated,
and containing a wealth of useful data, it offers inspectors, engineers, operatives, and those maintaining engineering equipment a
one stop everyday package of information. It will be particularly helpful in guiding users through the legislation that regulates this
field. Legislation has very important implications for works inspection and in-service inspection of mechanical plant. An Engineers’
Guide to Rotating Equipment is packed with information, technical data, figures, tables and checklists. Details of relevant technical
standards, the legislation and Accepted Codes of Practice (AcoPs) published by various bodies such as HSE and SAFed, are
provided in addition to a number of website addresses and contact details. COMPLETE CONTENTS: Engineering fundamentals
Bending, torsion, and stress Motion and dynamics Rotating machine fundamentals: Vibration, balancing, and noise Machine
elements Fluid mechanics Centrifugal pumps Compressors and turbocompressors Prime movers Draught plant Basic mechanical
design Materials of construction The machinery directives Organisations and associations.

This collection of papers from a prestigious IMechE conference looks at the latest innovations and techniques from
experts in the field of rotating machinery from industry and academia. Reflecting latest developments in air, gas,
refrigeration and related systems, these conference transactions will be of vital importance to all those equipment
manufacturers, suppliers, users, and research organizations who wish to be well informed of developments and
advances in this important field of engineering. Topics covered: Scroll Compressors Refrigeration Environmental Issues
Screw Compressors Reciprocating Compressors Expanders Centrifugal Compressors Novel Designs Linear
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Compressors Numerical Modelling Operation and Maintenance
This indispensable book systematically guides you through Pressure Relief Valves and how they work. It shows how
protective devices perform an important function in preventing the accumulation of overpressure that can result in failure
and the uncontrolled release of stored energy. They are therefore categorised as safety critical items of engineering
equipment. The book goes on to show that their design and testing is heavily controlled by published technical standards
because many countries are covered by statutory legislation. The content of the book shows that service damage and
degradation mechanisms are outlined for various applications – PRVs and bursting discs are used in a wide variety of
process conditions, ranging from clean service to heavily corrosive process fluids. This results in a correspondingly large
number of damage mechanisms that can prevent them from working if they are not inspected and tested correctly. Risk
based inspection procedures are introduced in this book as a method of minimising the chances of failure, and therefore
maintaining high levels of safety. This Quick Guide to Pressure Relief Valves is intended to provide easily accessible
technical information for engineers and technicians involved in the operation, testing and maintenance of pressure
systems. It also covers other types of protective devises such as bursting discs.
A complete overview and considerations in process equipment design Handling and storage of large quantities of
materials is crucial to the chemical engineering of a wide variety of products. Process Equipment Design explores in
great detail the design and construction of the containers – or vessels – required to perform any given task within this
field. The book provides an introduction to the factors that influence the design of vessels and the various types of
vessels, which are typically classified according to their geometry. The text then delves into design and other
considerations for the construction of each type of vessel, providing in the process a complete overview of process
equipment design.
The Engineers’ Guide to Pressure Equipment incorporates both the technical and administrative aspects of vessel
manufacture and use, introducing the basic principles of pressure equipment design, manufacture, quality
assurance/inspection and operation during its working life. Engineering data from a wide range of sources is included.
The author guides the reader through the most commonly used current and recent pressure vessel codes and standards.
The Engineers’ Guide to Pressure Equipment is an invaluable reference for engineers, technicians and students with
activities in the pressure equipment business. COMPLETE CONTENTS: Websites: Quick reference Pressure equipment
types and components Basic design Applications of pressure vessel codes Manufacture, QA, inspection and testing
Flanges, nozzles, valves and fittings Boilers and HRSGs Materials of construction Welding and NDT Failure Pressure
Equipment Directives and legislation In-service inspection References and Information Sources.
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"This comprehensive reference covers all the important aspects of heat exchangers (HEs)--their design and modes of
operation--and practical, large-scale applications in process, power, petroleum, transport, air conditioning, refrigeration,
cryogenics, heat recovery, energy, and other industries. Reflecting the author's extensive practical experienc
Originally published in 1994, this second edition of Corrosion in the Petrochemical Industry collects peer-reviewed
articles written by experts in the field of corrosion that were specifically chosen for this book because of their relevance to
the petrochemical industry. This edition expands coverage of the different forms of corrosion, including the effects of
metallurgical variables on the corrosion of several alloys. It discusses protection methods, including discussion of
corrosion inhibitors and corrosion resistance of aluminum, magnesium, stainless steels, and nickels. It also includes a
section devoted specifically to petroleum and petrochemical industry related issues.
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